1908 OAEE Grader
Available Positions

General Grader Eligibility Requirements
● Must be a current M.Eng., M.S., or Ph.D. UMD student
● Must NOT be enrolled in the 1908 course you are applying to support in that semester
● Must already hold a permanent Social Security Card and be authorized and eligible to work in the United States (OAEE does not support obtaining SSN cards)
● Must be able to work up to 20 hours per week (i.e. can not hold another UMD position unless the total hours equate to less than 20)
● Must be in good academic standing (i.e. have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or higher)

If you do not meet all of the requirements above, please do not apply for a Grader position. Please be aware that Teaching Assistant positions may also be available.

General Grader Position Information
This position is for the Summer or Fall 2019 semester only.

This position is compensated at $16.65 per hour and is an hourly position only. This position does not have any tuition remission or benefits.

Graders will provide up to 20 hours of service per week and support the instruction of a course through such duties as grading and managing Canvas.

1908 OAEE Grader Positions Available
Grader positions will be added as they become available and deleted as they become filled. Applications are considered on a rolling basis.

ENPM808X  Software Development for Robotics
Course specific requirements:
● Has taken ENPM808X or can provide portfolio of software projects such as GitHub/Bitbucket links, research lab papers
- Strong C++, OOP and Linux knowledge. Proficient with ROS, version control (Git).
  Familiar with software engineering concepts (agile, unit testing, documentation).
  Previous professional software development experience welcome.

All other Grader positions have been filled or have pending hires at this time. Positions will be reposted if needed and/or added if become available.